EVANNEX Air Mattress for Tesla Model S, Model X, Model Y

- Different sections can be inflated separately for a variety of sleeping setups.

Easy Installation:
For a full installation fold down the second row seats, lay out the mattress, then select the appropriate nozzle adapter, connect adapter to the inflate outlet on the air pump to be able to inflate the EVANNEX Air Mattress. Connect air pump to an orange air inlet on the mattress. Then plug in the air pump power cord into the car’s DC 12 V socket. Hold pump against the mattress orange valve to secure it in place. The orange valve has two caps: First cap is for air not to escape when inflating mattress or when unplugging air pump from fully inflated mattress, to completely close valve use second cap so air doesn’t escape. Make sure to have the first cap on the valve to inflate mattress. To finish turn on power switch to inflate mattress. Repeat steps for each section you would like to inflate.